October 24, 2013

Exclusive In-Flight Sales Start for
“KEISEI SKYLINER & METRO PASS”

Easier access from Narita Airport to central Tokyo!
・
・
・

Sales start with opening of Osaka (Kansai) – Tokyo (Narita) route on October 27
Great deals for combinations of “Skyliner” and “Tokyo Metro” tickets to be sold
in-flights
The first initiative by an airline flying in to Narita Airport

Peach Aviation Limited (Peach; Representative Director & CEO: Shinichi Inoue, Head office:
Izumisano-shi, Osaka), Keisei Electric Railway Co., Ltd. (Keisei Railway; headquarters: Ichikawa-shi,
Chiba prefecture; President: Norio Saegusa), and Tokyo Metro Co., Ltd. (Tokyo Metro; headquarters:
Taito-ku, Tokyo; President: Yoshimitsu Oku) announced today that in line with the opening of
Peach’s Osaka (Kansai) to Tokyo (Narita) route on October 27, 2013, in-flight sales will get underway
for “KEISEI SKYLINER & METRO PASSES”.
These tickets are a great deal, combining tickets for the rapid, comfortable “Skyliner” that links Narita
Airport with the central part of Tokyo, with a “one-day” or “two-day pass” for the Tokyo Metro, the
convenient subway system for city sightseeing around the capital.
The “KEISEI SKYLINER & METRO PASSES” are being offered for the reasonable prices of 2,600 yen
for a one-way SKYLINER ticket and one-day Tokyo Metro pass, a 510 yen discount, or 4,880 yen for
a pass that includes a round-trip SKYLINER ticket and two-day Tokyo Metro pass, which is 1,340 yen
off the usual rates.
The “KEISEI SKYLINER & METRO PASSES” will only be available aboard Peach flights, and will be sold
on all flights bound for Tokyo (Narita). This is the first time that discount rail tickets are being sold on
a regular domestic flight to Narita Airport, and is the second such type for Peach, following the
popular “Peach Namba tickets”.
Offering smooth, comfortable access from the airport to the city center, together with unlimited use
of the 179 stations on the nine routes operated by Tokyo Metro, Peach, Keisei Railway, and Tokyo
Metro look forward to boosting the level of convenience for their customers who are planning on
visiting Tokyo.
For details, please visit the Peach website at www.flypeach.com.

Details on the KEISEI SKYLINER & METRO PASS
Prices:

One-way Skyliner + 1 Day Tokyo Metro Pass

2,600 yen (510 yen off regular prices)

One-way Skyliner + 2 Day Tokyo Metro Pass

2,980 yen (840 yen off regular prices)

Round-trip Skyliner + 1-Day Tokyo Metro Pass 4,500 yen (1,010 yen off regular prices)
Round-trip Skyliner + 2-Day Tokyo Metro Pass 4,880 yen (1,340 yen off regular prices)

Method of use:

“KEISEI SKYLINER & METRO PASSES” may be purchased from cabin attendants when
they are sold during flights. On purchase, you will receive a stamped receipt, which will be
traded for tickets at the Skyliner ticket sales counter at Narita Airport Terminal 2 Station on
Keisei Railway or at the Keisei Railway ticket counter on the first floor of the Narita Airport
Terminal 1 building.
Ticket exchanges are only valid on the day of purchase.

Website：www.flypeach.com
Facebook page：www.facebook.com/peach.aviation.global
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